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Texas 4000 Mission
Our mission is to cultivate student leaders and engage communities in the fight against cancer. Students from The University of
Texas are competitively selected to participate in an 18-month leadership development and training program prior to departing
for a more than 4,000-mile bicycle ride from Austin, Texas, to Anchorage, Alaska. Putting on the longest annual charity bike
ride in the world, Texas 4000 has raised more than $7 million in the fight against cancer since our inception in 2003.
Texas 4000 is dedicated to fighting cancer by sharing hope, knowledge, and charity.

HOPE
We share hope by letting those touched by cancer know that we are riding for them
and fighting for a world without cancer.

KNOWLEDGE
We share knowledge by bringing life-saving information about cancer prevention to
communities and providing leadership development training to tomorrow’s leaders.

CHARITY
We share charity by contributing to cancer research and cancer support services
while developing the next generation of volunteers and philanthropists.
www.texas4000.org
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Texas 4000 Overview

SIERRA

Texas 4000 is a unique organization that combines leadership development,
physical training, cancer awareness outreach, volunteer opportunities,
and philanthropic commitment. Each year, approximately 60 students are
competitively selected for participation based on the following:
•

Passion to fight cancer—including previous involvement & future goals

•

Leadership & communication skills

•

Demonstrated ability to be a team player

Texas 4000 executes the longest annual charity bike ride in the world
extending from Austin, Texas, to Anchorage, Alaska. The ride takes the
students 70 days, averaging 70+ cycling miles per day. The team splits
into three groups of 18–22 riders to travel separate routes until they meet
again for the last 10 days to ride together into Anchorage. The routes are
called Sierra, Rockies, and Ozarks.

ROCKIES

Note: Cycling experience is not a requirement. Some participants have never been on a bike before!

Wherever they are along the journey, the riders begin their day by gathering in a
circle to reflect on their mission to fight cancer. Often joined by their hosts, everyone shares ride dedications for the day—usually made in honor or in memory
of someone they know or have met along the way who is fighting cancer.

OZARKS

One word comes to mind when I think of the Texas 4000 riders: inspired. These young
people make mental, physical and emotional sacrifices in service of something much
greater than themselves – the fight against cancer. They inspire everyone with whom
they interact through their selflessness, energy and motivation. They inspire me to dig
deeper, give greater and be more compassionate.”
— Jenifer Sarver
Past Chair, Texas 4000 Board
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Texas 4000 Overview
Each team member participates in our 18–month program that
includes the following commitments:
•

Raise $4,500

•

Ride 2,000 training miles with his/her team

•

Volunteer more than 50 hours in the community

While the cornerstone event of Texas 4000 is the Summer Ride from Austin
to Anchorage, the Texas 4000 program encompasses so much more from
a leadership development standpoint. The program empowers riders to plan
all logistical aspects of the ride. This includes securing lodging, obtaining food
donations, providing riding support, and identifying speaking engagements
to promote cancer prevention and awareness along the routes.
The Texas 4000 program is based around our Eight Foundational Skills,
which include areas such as self-awareness, communication, and peer respect.
Guest speakers and workshops throughout the year help the riders build
mastery in each area. Riders also receive physical training through group workouts, skills and mechanical clinics, and organized training camps. In the spring
semester before the ride, the team receives intensive safety and crisis management training, wilderness safety, and first aid training. For those selected as
leaders, training and experience in areas such as project management, conflict
resolution, and team building are available through weekly meetings and
progress updates with Texas 4000 staff.
The skills that the riders develop prepare them not only for the
Summer Ride but also to be leaders and contributors in their
communities long after their participation in Texas 4000.

“Hope is such a rare feeling to be able to widely
distribute, but Texas 4000 for Cancer makes that
possible in the most magical way. Personally, this
organization pushes me to have hope that one
day cancer will cease to exist.”
— Stephanie Moreno, 2022 Rider

“To me, Knowledge means increasing awareness
and advocacy for cancer in all the communities
we come across before and during the ride.
We have the opportunity to spread our mission to
a diverse group of people across the continent, and
increasing knowledge can go a long way in both
supporting cancer patients and prevention efforts”
— Vinay Shah, 2022 Rider
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“The Texas 4000 riders have given
our community so much more than
we have provided to them. Through
hosting Texas 4000, neighbors and
casual acquaintances have developed
into friendships as together we’ve
shared the hosting experience and
personal stories of how deeply cancer
has impacted each of our lives.
There is never a shortage of fun,
laughter and intelligent conversations
as hosting this highly accomplished
group of riders is nothing short of
AMAZING and we highly recommend
it to others.”
— Jim & “B” Gorman,
Team Hosts, South Lake Tahoe, CA

“The Charity pillar is emblematic of deep listening.
Spending time intently listening to someone’s
story, providing direct aid and resources to
communities, and investing dollars in organizations all constitute charitable acts. Knowing who
you’re serving and thinking critically that, to me,
is what the Charity pillar means.”
— Madison Weigand, 2017 Rider
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HOSTING OVERVIEW
Every host is different, just as every community is different.
Over the course of the ride we stay in school gyms,
churches, community centers, individual host homes,
and campsites. No matter the accommodations, we are
always grateful to have a roof over our head and kind
people to share our mission with.
If you are hosting in a city in which the team has a rest
day, it can be a good idea to brainstorm a short list of
suggested activities or to think of things about your city
you would like to share with the riders. Because rest
days are few and far between, it is also a good idea to
be open to riders who may need the time to recuperate.
Additionally, rest day hosts may want to consider keeping
a short-hand list of doctors or clinics in the area that can
see someone on short notice. Riders often are only able
to take care of minor medical issues on days off, and it
can be helpful to know where to turn. It is also a good idea
to let a local bike shop know in advance that there
may be some rush repairs on the rest day when you are
hosting—there always seem to be a few mechanical
problems to be taken care of on every rest day.

www.texas4000.org
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CONSIDER HOSTING
Over the course of the summer ride, we depend on the
generosity and kindness of our hosts in communities
across North America to support, feed, and lodge the
Texas 4000 riders.
We are grateful for any support you are able to provide.
Most hosts commit to house the riders for one or more
nights and provide them with dinner and breakfast. In
exchange, the riders hope to share their stories and
experiences with cancer with their host families. The
relationship between rider and host is a unique one,
and many riders remain in touch with hosts across the
continent years later.

If you are hosting Texas 4000, some things to consider include:
•

Would you like to provide dinner, breakfast, or both for the team, or would
you rather refer them to places they can pursue for donations?

•

Are you able to provide showers for the team either in your home, church,
or local recreation center, or, alternatively, can you refer the team some		
where they may be able to find showers?

•

Are you able to offer laundry facilities or can you refer the team to a nearby
laundromat?

•

Is there an opportunity for the riders to present their cancer awareness 		
program in your community or social group?

•

Is there a safe, secure place the team can store their bicycles overnight?

•

Is there a place to easily park the team’s two vans and support trailer
(this is especially a concern in large cities)?

•

Do you have WiFi available?

www.texas4000.org
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HOSTING FAQ
1. How many riders are there?
The exact number each year varies, but there are approximately 20 riders on each route. If you are hosting before
Day 60 of the ride, you are only accommodating one route
(18-22 riders). If you are hosting after Day 60, you will be
accommodating all three routes (61 riders).
2. What time will the riders arrive?
One of the most important things we try to communicate
with hosts is arrival time, which can be delayed by weather
conditions and injuries, as well as unexpected terrain.
We will always try to keep in close touch with the host about
our arrival time on the day we are traveling to their community,
but it is not unheard of to arrive 30 minutes to an hour early
or late. For this reason, we try to give time ranges.
3. What do riders like to eat? What about dietary
restrictions and allergies?
Riders consume lots of packaged and processed foods
along the ride, so fresh fruits, vegetables, and other perishable items we normally cannot pack, such as meat, yogurt,
eggs, juice and milk are all greatly appreciated. Generally
riders will eat almost anything. For riders with dietary restrictions and allergies, these needs will be communicated with
our hosts by the route-specific travel team. If you are able to
rovide a dish to accommodate riders with dietary restrictions,
we would truly be grateful, but if not, we carry food they
can easily prepare if needed. Meal ideas for all diets will be
provided by the travel team as well.

5. If we have multiple host homes, should I assign riders
to homes myself?
You are welcome to do so, however, if you like, you can send
the travel contact a list of homes and any requirements
(gender preferences, number of riders, other concerns) and
we will assign riders to each home based on the best match.
It is also helpful to know if homes have any pets, in case we
have riders with severe allergies.
6. If I am acting as a mail drop for riders, what should
I do with mail that comes after they have already left?
If this happens and you are able, please return to sender.
If this is not an option (i.e. internationally), unfortunately you
have no choice but to throw the packages away. We try to make
it clear to family and friends that packages must be shipped
by a certain date otherwise they may not reach the riders.
7. How will COVID-19 affect the ride?
As we move forward with preparations for our summer 2022
ride, we want to make sure we are implementing safety
measures concerning the health and wellbeing of you, our
team, and the communities we will visit. All riders will be
vaccinated, with booster shots following guidance provided
by the CDC. We will be masking while in your home or space,
and when interacting with your community, except while eating and sleeping. We understand COVID presents a difficult,
evolving situation; if any changes occur, we will let you know
as soon as those decisions are made.

4. Would the riders be interested in talking to the local
paper/radio/TV station?
In short, yes! We are always interested in spreading our mission
and would appreciate any connection you would be able to
make on our behalf.

www.texas4000.org
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GET MORE INVOLVED
HOST AN EVENT
Our host families are an integral part of the summer ride as well as
our overall mission. They are our gateway to connecting to the
communities along our ride to Alaska in hopes of sharing hope in the
fight against cancer. Many of our hosts help us with this important
piece of our mission by hosting an outreach event or get together in
which we can interact with the community and share our message of
hope, knowledge, and charity.
These events can look very different and can be large or small
depending on the interests and needs of the host and their community.
A few examples of events that hosts have done in the past include a
community potluck, social hour at a local bar, or even a community concert.
We see all of these events as successful as they allow our riders a
way to connect with the communities along their route to Alaska that
they have worked so hard to get to. If you’re interested in hosting an
event when the riders come through your town, please let your travel
contact know and they can help support you in the planning process!

JOIN SUPPORT TEAM
The summer ride would not be possible without the generosity of our
hosts, and we are so appreciative of the work it takes to host and feed
our riders. Over the years, many of our hosts have asked how they can
do even more to support the organization which is extremely exciting!
One way in which our hosts can take on a larger role in our fight against
cancer is by joining the Texas 4000 Support Team and choosing a
goal to work towards. These goals can be whatever you wish and
we encourage you to choose fitness or fundraising goals that are
challenging for you to reach!
If you’re interested in finding out more or have any questions,
contact your travel contact person or email info@texas4000.org.

www.texas4000.org
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MEGAN SMITH—CLOVIS, NM
Texas 4000 has been a part of my life since 2011 and the familial
effects of cancer are some of my earliest memories (sneaking
into the hospital as a toddler to visit my grandma after her breast
cancer surgery). Cancer has continued to affect my life as my dad
passed away from melanoma in 2003 and my cousin and best
friend have also battled skin cancer. My first interaction with Texas
4000 was when my family got the opportunity to host two riders
as they passed through our town of Clovis, NM.
In 2013, I got the opportunity to expand my involvement in Texas
4000 from just donating food/drinks for the riders and serving as
a host home to fulfilling a position as a host coordinator with two
friends and military spouses, Sarah Cross and Amy Ward. This year
was especially meaningful to me as I signed my aunt’s name on the
banner the riders carry with them to Alaska and asked them to ride
for her as she battled brain cancer. Sadly, she passed away before
the riders finished their journey that year but the riders never gave
up and neither did she. Each year I was devoting a little more time
to Texas 4000, but what I was getting back from the riders was
immeasurable. In preparation for the 2014 riders, I recall coming
across some information on joining the support team and
fundraising. Since learning about Texas 4000 just a few years
ago, I have stood by while several friends, family members, and
relatives of friends fought cancer. It was to the point where I was
feeling helpless and wanted to do something, anything, and knew
that raising money in support of Texas 4000 was another way
to join the fight against cancer.

www.texas4000.org

As part of joining the support team, I generated my fundraising
website online and shared it through social media and e-mail,
setting a personal goal that would enable me to earn that coveted
jersey. I also designed tribute cards to sell that could be personalized
in honor of or in memory of a loved one.These tribute cards were
displayed at the welcome dinner and send-off breakfast we hosted
for the riders. Another fundraising event I coordinated was through
a local pizza restaurant. I created some informational flyers to
pass out and, on prearranged days, anyone who turned in the
flyer to the cashier had a percentage of their order total donated
directly to Texas 4000 and could also give directly to a donation
jar. This was also a great community outreach as I stood outside
the restaurant and was able to share the message of hope,
knowledge, and charity. Between the monetary donations from
family and friends, the funds raised selling tribute cards, the
percentage raised in our pizza fundraiser, and the generous
donations from local businesses, I was able to exceed my
fundraising goal and now can proudly wear a Texas 4000 jersey
and promote this amazing organization. Cancer affects us all—
old/young, rich/poor, military/civilian, and having Texas 4000
travel through Clovis has allowed all those groups to come
together to support an event and a cause that we can all care
deeply about.
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Our Thanks
Through the generous support of sponsors, volunteers, riders and community leaders, Texas 4000 has impacted thousands of
individuals by sharing our message of hope, knowledge and charity over the past decade. We are proud to have raised more
than $7 million in the fight against cancer, but we know there is so much more work left for us to do in order to overcome
cancer. We are energized about Texas 4000's future growth and impact and thankful you are considering hosting our team!

It doesn’t take just one. It takes all of us. Let’s fight cancer together.

For more information on hosting the team, please contact:
Texas 4000 | 1111 W 24th St. | Suite 200 | Austin, TX 78705 | info@texas4000.org | 737-300-2318
For updates during the Summer Ride, please contact one of the following riders from the route which passes through your town:
Sierra

Rockies

Ozarks

Ride Director Belle Marley
bellemarley5@gmail.com
+1 (512)-586-5824

Ride Director Bailey Grones
baileygrones@gmail.com
+1 (361)-235-2686

Ride Director Gracie Hornung
graciehornung@gmail.com
+1 (832)-472-6973

Assistant Ride Director Lynn Palmer
palmerlynnl@utexas.edu
+1 (214)-551-7403

Assistant Ride Director Ashlyn Fogg
ashlynmfogg@gmail.com
+1 (512)-496-8424

Assistant Ride Director Dominic Beck
dominicbeck00@gmail.com
+1 (938)-827-3545

Travel Chair Mia Lee
miajanelee@gmail.com
+1 (737)-222-8007

Travel Chair Stephanie Moreno
stephaniemorenoo22@gmail.com
+1 (305)-793-7900

Travel Chair Jordan Manson
ironmanson18@gmail.com
+1 (512)-750-8725
Like us Facebook.com/texas4000
Follow us instagram.com/texas4000
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